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WELCOME
What to Expect
This report is designed to give you an insight into
the talent market for Wind Energy in Spain. The
report will give a brief oversight of the market, key
rivals and salary information.
The report will then provide recommendations as
to the best hiring strategy for recruiting wind
professionals in Spain.

A Note on Source Material
The Green Recruitment Company has a dedicated
research and insight function.
The team use a mixture of research methods
blending primary research with secondary sources
including our CRM platform, Data Brokers and
Academic Research.
If you would like to understand more about the
data we have provided please contact;
Stephen Redmond, Director
stephen@greenrecruitmentcompany.com

Your Contact:
Andrew Green,

Head of Wind & Energy Solutions
andrew@greenrecruitmentcompany.com
+44 (0) 203 640 2130

Overview of
Spanish
Wind Energy
Global Context
Spain is a top 5 ranked wind energy country in the
world, with 23,031MW of installed capacity at the end
of 2018. This makes Spain the second placed
European wind player after Germany, with the UK
some 3,000MW behind on installed capacity. There is
wide gap between Spain and India which is in fourth
place on 35,017MW of installed capacity.
A more significant assessment of Spanish wind
energy is in the sectors slow growth in the last
decade. Since 2015 the country has only increased
installed capacity by 44MW (0.19%). Contextually
Spain was highly successful in wind energy but was
adversely affected by the global recession, with
investment levels at low levels between 2008-2015.
The position has improved since 2015 but fits a wider
perception of a declining European wind sector
compared to China and the USA. Spain faces a
similar challenge to countries such as the UK, France,
Germany, and Italy in that there is a need to grow
existing renewable energy sources and also to
replace ageing wind energy infrastructure.

Spanish Context
Internally wind energy is Spain’s second biggest
energy contributor.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wind accounts for 19% of energy and employs
around 23,000 people.
In 2018 the country generated 48,902 Gwh from
wind energy
The sector contributes 3.4bn Euros directly to
GDP (0.31%) and exports 2.4bn Euros.
Indirectly it saves industrial consumers 3.5bn
Euros in efficiency and energy price savings.
The country is home to 1,123 wind farms and
20,306 wind turbines.
Wind power currently prevents 25m Tonnes of
CO2 emissions.
The country has 20 wind energy research
centres and 9 universities run wind energy
specific programmes.

Spain has five key regions for
Wind Energy:
•
•
•
•
•

Aragon
Andalusia
Galicia
Castile-La Mancha
Castile and León

These five regions contain
nearly 78% of the countries
installed capacity.
Spain has a strong private
sector with a good mixture of
manufacturers,
contractors
and developers within the
country.
The employment footprint is
much smaller than 10 years
ago where there were double
the number of workers in the
sector. A key challenge will
not necessarily be finding
experienced candidates but
rather finding candidates with
recent experience.
A recruitment strategy will
need to consider candidate
hard skills and soft skills as
well as a willingness to
upskill.

Key Players
in Spanish
Wind Energy
A key feature of the
Spanish market is the
near parity between
domestic GDP
contribution and the
export market. The
economic slowdown saw
Spanish based firms
become exporters or
become acquisitions
looking to hire Spanish
wind energy knowhow.
The principal legacy of
this phenomena is that
there is a significant expatriate community of
wind professionals that
will be of interest. Any
recruitment campaign
needs to access this
talent.

The Spanish Wind
Energy sector is a
mixture of strong
domestic brands such
as Iberdrola and
major international
players such as
Siemens and GE
Renewable Energy.
The foreign players
have largely entered
spain through
acquisition having
taken over some
historically significant
players e.g. GE
purchased Ecotecnica
and Siemens took
over the Gamesa
business.

Overview of
Wind Energy
Salaries

Role

Discipline

Salary Range

Senior Director

General Management

€100,000+

Director

General Management

€76,000 to €96,000

Commercial Manager/General Manager

General Management

€83,000 to €91,000

The average annual salary in Spain is
€46,885, whilst the mode salary is
€33,996. In general the wind energy
sector is an above average payer in
Spain.

Business Manager

General Management

€58,000 to €72,000

Financial Analyst

Finance

€50,000 to €55,000

Financial Controller

Finance

€46,000 to €51,000

In general salary levels in Spain are
increasing. Qualifications can have a
major bearing on earnings potential
with MBAs especially prized in senior
appointees.

HR Manager

HR/Personnel

€54,000 to €59,000

Key Account Manager/Sales Manager

Sales/Retention

€49,000 to €53,000

Project Manager

Construction

€68,000 to €72,000

Construction Manager

Construction

€52,000 to €68,000

Engineering Manager

Construction

€64,000 to €70,000

Senior Engineer

Construction

€50,000 to €58,000

Mid-Level Engineer

Construction

€43,000 to €48,000

QA Engineer

Construction

€42,000 to €46,000

Junior Engineer

Construction

€28,000 to €31,000

Like much of Western Europe there
are several key considerations for
remuneration. Candidates have clear
expectations around understanding the
difference between base pay and
bonus. There is increasing pressure for
pay transparency and parity between
genders. Finally there is increased
demand for differentiation in incentives.

A FOCUSED RECRUITMENT STRATEGY
General Comments
In general recruiting for
Spain is very similar to
other projects in Western
and Southern Europe. A
successful strategy will
provide a mixture of
headhunting and
advertised selection.
Previous campaigns in
Spain have been
consistent with our
experience in Italy,
Portugal, France,
Germany and the UK.
However there are
methodologies that are
particularly effective when
managing a recruitment
strategy in Spain. We
have identified three here.

Social Sourcing
• Recruitment campaigns
need to engage
candidates through social
media
• Campaigns need to be
regionally targeted as
horizontal segmentation is
as important as vertical
segmentation. Spain has
several strong provincial
cultures that require
distinct marketing.
• Campaigns need to
demonstrate authenticity
and shared values for
candidates to be engaged

Competency/Values Based
Screening

An Effective Interview
Process

• Recruitment campaigns
will receive strong
response levels. The
challenge for recruitment
is often focused around
selection rather than
attraction
• Ensuring a fair process
that identifies relevant
talent requires a proactive
screening process. For
senior roles this includes
competency based
questions and the use of
psychometrics.

• Candidates are keen to
have an effective
interview process. This
can mean a considered
approach to stages.
Candidates shouldn’t do
more than two face to
face interviews in the
process.
• Video interviews are
becoming popular if there
is a flexibility issue for
candidates already in
roles. This helps clients
access the best range of
talent.

Thank You
We hope you have found this report useful. If you
would like to discuss the contents further or would
like us to manage a recruitment campaign for you
please contact:
Andrew Green, Head of Wind & Energy Solutions
andrew@greenrecruitmentcompany.com
+44 (0) 203 640 2130

The Green Recruitment Company
The Green Recruitment Company is the premium
provider of global recruitment solutions to the
green energy and technology sector. We have
hubs in the UK, USA, China, Australia, Middle East
and Latin America.
If you’d like to learn more about us please visit:
www.greenrecruitmentcompany.com
You’ll find a range of information on our team,
services and access to our latest industry reports.
You can also find us on Twitter and LinkedIn.

